
 

 

'The Man' INSTRUCTIONS FOR BLACKSTORM SUPER-AR DRY FILM LUBRICANT APPLICATION: 

1. WARNING!!!!!!! DO NOT APPLY TO CRITICAL SEAR OR TRIGGER COMPONENTS! 

2. Always use proper personal protective equipment when preparing and applying this product. 

3. Follow these instructions to achieve optimal performance and overall satisfaction of the dry film product. 

4. Blackstorm Super-AR is designed to be applied to almost any metal-to-metal or metal-to-polymer (test polymer for 

compatibility) surface where lubrication is desired and tolerances allow (requires slightly rough surface profile to adhere 

to). 

5. The following is very important:  If you are a guy - call your wife, girlfriend, mother, sister, or any female friend to read the 

following instructions to you.  

6. NO, you don't have a better way to apply it. 

7. Remove all carbon build-up on the piece you are about to coat.  If you don't remove the carbon - you'll only be lubricating 

the carbon! 

8. Wear powder-free chemical resistant gloves along with eye protection throughout this process.  

9.  OIL IS THE ENEMY.  Dry film lubricants require a clean, oil free surface to adhere to. 

10. De-grease using the recommended product:  Aliphatic Naphtha.  DO NOT USE carburetor cleaner, break cleaner, Xylene, 

Lacquerer Thinner, or your everyday dish soap because they can leave a residue behind which will adversely affect the 

product’s ability to effectively adhere to your part. I strongly recommend soaking your pieces in Naphtha regardless of the 

cleaners you normally use.  This applies only to de-greasing for treatment only, NOT the normal cleaning of your firearm. 

Note: Pure Acetone will remove the air-dry solid film lubricant. 

11. De-grease whatever you are coating again.  I recommend cleaning swabs along with cleaning brushes (low-pressure 

compressed air may be used during the de-greasing and cleaning process but use with caution.) 

12. Now it is time to apply the dry film.  If you've touched the part where you want to apply the dry film with bare skin, or 

anything that contains oil, de-grease it again.  Remember #9 above, OIL IS THE ENEMY of dry-film lubrication.  

13. You will be using either a felt-tipped applicator, an aerosol can, or a bottle with applicator to apply the film.  Shake the 

product vigorously to insure an even mixture. Film is the key word. It's not Gravy, Ketchup, or Sour Cream - so get the 

loaded baked potato theory out of your head.  A little of this stuff goes a very long way.  If using the pen, hold it in the 

vertical position (tip up) and press down on the felt tip. This will relieve any pressure that may have built up in the pen.  

Next, turn the pen tip down and press down to charge the tip.   This product is very thin so use caution when you charge 

the felt tip. 

14. This product is grey in color, so when you see grey color on the item you're coating - you're done.  It's not paint so multiple 

applications is not required or recommended.  Recommended thickness is .3 to .7 mil (.0003” .0007”). If you choose to 

apply multiple coats it may build up causing clearance issues.  ONE AND DONE!   You can also use cotton-tipped cleaning 

swabs to absorb any excess product that you would consider more than a film-like coating before it dries. The air-dry 

product will also wear (polish) into the clearances of your components so if you over coat you may be able to cycle the 

firearm and the excess will be removed. 

15. The complete cure time is 6 hours at 77 degrees ± 5 degrees. Operation of your treated components before complete 

curing will have a negative result on the film. 

16. As always, when performing any kind of maintenance to your firearm be sure to test the operation and safety repeatedly to 

insure proper function.  Knowledge is the key to safety so make sure you have the knowledge to work on your firearm 

safely.  
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